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N O T E S ON M I L I T A R Y E X P L O S I V E S . B Y ERASMUS M. W E A V E R , Major Artillery 

Corps, U. S. Army. New York : John Wiley & Sons. London : Chapman and 
Hall, ix and 311 pp. Cloth. 1906. Price $3.00. 

These notes were collected for the purpose of giving the student officers 
at the Artillery School, Fort Monroe, a general knowledge of modern 
explosives, including the composition and manufacture of the more im
portant military explosives, the general chemical and physical principles 
involved in explosive phenomena, the methods of storage and handling 
of explosives, and their use in demolitions. To prepare the officers to 
comprehend this special subject, 81 pages are devoted to the elementary 
principles of chemistry and laboratory practice, and 41 pages to the de
scription of the raw materials used in the manufacture of explosives. Of 
the remainder that which is most recent and of general interest, relates 
to smokeless powder and to the Governmental methods of handling, stor
age, testing and inspection of military explosives, since as the author has 
had access to the original sources of information, he speaks with 
authority, and in considerable detail on these subjects. In treating 
other topics the author has usually been content to draw on secondary 
sources without bringing the matter up to date. 

It is to be regretted that in classifying explosives the term "detonators 
or exploders" is used to designate the fulminates and characterize their 
properties, since these terms have been long used as the names for those 
devices in which not only the fulminates, but gunpowder and other explo
sives also, have been used to cause explosion or detonation in the charges 
employed in torpedoes, in mines and in blasting. In fact the author so 
uses the term in the opening paragraph of his chapter on "Exploders" 
thus employing the term both as the name of a device, and as descriptive 
of a property. Other instances of confusion of ideas occur, particularly 
in the theoretical part. The author errs in the statement that indurite 
contains 60 per cent, of nitrobenzene, since it consists solely of purified gun 
cotton. The nitrobenzene is used as the colloidizing agent, and subsequent
ly removed just as the ether-alcohol is in the other compositions enum
erated in his table of pure colloids. An admirable feature of the book, 
is the addition to the appendix of the Regulations for theTransportation of 
Explosives, recently approved by the American Railway Association, for 
they cannot be too widely known and carefully observed. 

CHARLES E. MUNROE. 

T H E C H E M I S T R Y AND P H Y S I C S O F D Y E I N G . B Y W. P. D R E A P E R . Philadelphia : 

P. Blakiston's Sons & Co. 1906. Price, $3.00. 

It is a distinct pleasure to see a book of this character appearing in 
chemical literature. Dyeing has so long been regarded merely as an art 
rather than as a science, that it is quite a step forward to consider its under
lying problems from a purely scientific point of view. The present volume 


